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Abstract—Transportation needs for Jakarta city to Soekarno-Hatta International Airport with a capacity of 54 million passengers/year in 20012 and is expected to rise until 62 million in the year 2014. Problems encountered are the traffic jams of Jakarta transportation that based on toll and highway access to the airport, resulting in energy inefficiency, pollution and loss of productivity. The Inconvenience of other transportation modes to the airport such as Damri Bus, Taxi and private car. The research objective are designing mode of transportation, speed, comfort, safe and new image for Soekarno-Hatta airport as Republic of Indonesia gateway. In order to reduce traffic congestion and improve access to the airport and from the airport to the city, the ARS (Airport Railing Service)/ KRL express(Electric Rail) executive class has a shorter duration of the traveling time (± 40 minutes) compared with other modes of transport (Bus, Taxi and private car) around 60-120 minutes. The research method is Design engineering and digital prototyping of exterior and interior design on the early stages, then digital-based integrated design for study of geometry (Lopas and cross section), ergonomics, styling (branding, color scheme, interior configuration). The results of this research are: three (3) alternate designs, a final exterior design, interior general integrated design for study of geometry (Lopas and cross section), ergonomics, styling (branding, color scheme, interior configuration). The results of this research hopefully will become reference for National railway manufacturing industry (INKA) Madiun to be made prototype and series production.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Air reciprocating compressors are widely used in light industries, either as auxiliary equipment or as main units. It is in the best interest that air reciprocating compressors are in good operating conditions and reliable. A survey conducted by a company which manufactured a lot of air compressors showed that failures of reciprocating compressor were often caused by valve malfunction [1]. It is therefore a compressor valve has become a subject of many researches: experimentally or analytically, theoretically or practically, research or trouble shooting. A proper design of a valve would enhance compressor’s dependable performance [2]. Until recently a valve design has been a focus of development studies [3, 4], in order to improve compressor performance.

An increase in compressor reliability due to valve designs on a gas industry was shown by Brun et al. [5]. Another study of valve design on an oil, gas and petro-chemical industry was presented by Wilson [6]. While experimental study with interest on the effect of different coolant was conducted by Pipalia, Thummar, and Javiya [7]. Heidari et al. [8] used an energetic microscopic representation for a dynamic nonlinear modeling to enhance performance of a reciprocating air compressor. And, Brun and Nored [9] described experimental and analytical results to predict valve life and performance, using finite element calculation together with material fatigue testing and optical valve plate measurements.

A study on compressor performance analysis of small discharge and suction ports due to leakage on piston rings and valves was conducted by Diab and Howard [10]. On-line monitoring was reported by Schirmer, Fernandes and De Chaux [11], where measurement data were displayed in P-V diagram that became a basis for a compressor performance analysis.

Erol and Gurdogan [12] conducted a research on vibration and noise characteristics of an intermediate plate of a discharge port of a reciprocating compressor. Vibration measurements and criteria could be seen on EFRC Guidelines [13], and the cylinder chamber pressure was given in [14].

II. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

The investigation is basically an experimental study on the effects of the change of a discharge valve seat (from a profile that is provided by the OEM) on the vibration and cylinder chamber pressure characteristics of a single-stage, single-acting air reciprocating compressor. The study is conducted in several working pressures.

The aim of the study is to know the effects in vibration and cylinder chamber pressures when there is a change of the geometry of a discharge valve seat. The results are intended to become a reference for those who are interested designing a valve seat profile, in order to increase durability and performance of a reciprocating compressor. The air reciprocating compressor with an unmodified discharge valve seat becomes a baseline to which results of modified valve seats to be compared. The discharge port is chosen because the high pressure happens in a discharge stage (compared to a suction step).

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Reciprocating Compressor Cycle

The understanding of a reciprocating compressor can be started from a P-V diagram. In Figure 1, horizontal direction illustrates a fluid volume and a vertical direction illustrates a pressure, in one cycle of a reciprocating compressor. An actual P-V diagram of a reciprocating compressor is shown in Figure 1, where an ideal reciprocating compressor P-V diagram is without
losses. Areas above and below an A-B-D-E curve indicate power which are needed to activate valves and to overcome resistances in dealing with opening and closing both discharge and suction valve. The above diagram can be converted into P-θ diagram, where a horizontal axis indicates a crank angle and a vertical axis indicates a pressure, as shown in Figure 2.

A-B curve illustrates an expansion step of a reciprocating compressor, where air volume expands and its pressure drops. In B-C curve air has negative pressure (below the line of suction pressure), as a result of downward piston movement until the piston reaches bottom dead center. When the piston reaches BDC, the pressure meets the line of suction pressure, where the suction port is closed. In C-D curve the piston moves from BDC to top dead center. The compression stage happens, and air pressure increases. Actually point D is above the line of discharge pressure. The discharge port opens from point D until air pressure reaches the line of discharge pressure (point E or A). And the cycle repeats itself.

B. Vibration

Machinery which has moving parts will yield a mechanical motion when it operates. This mechanical motion will produce vibration in the machine. A particular vibration level will induce or indicate a failure in one or more than one parts of machinery. Vibration varies with location; therefore each location can have a different vibration profile. Commonly, for the purpose of analysis, vibration monitoring is conducted only in certain points.

The working principle of a transducer is to capture a vibration signal and convert it into an electrical signal, and then send a signal to a data logger. Based on the kept data, vibration visualization can be done to make further analysis. Amplitude is the main indicator for assessing the condition of machinery.

Vibration which happens on reciprocating compressor takes place because of an excitation force that appears. This excitation force is caused by variation of a cylinder chamber pressure and imbalance due to the crankshaft operation. Vibration is mainly caused by open-close processes of valves. The open-close motions of valves generate impacts on valve seats and valve heads. The ensuing impacts are put through the compressor body and materialized as vibration.

Significant amplitudes are commonly caused by four happenings: discharge valve open, discharge valve close, suction valve open, suction valve close.

C. Valve Component

The studied valve is a flat plate type, shown in Figure 3. The valve consists of four main components: valve seat, stop plate (guard), valve plate (sealing), spring. Schematically, Figure 4 shows a discharge valve seat as supplied by the vendor (manufacturer). The discharge valve seat as supplied by the vendor is called the valve seat with normal (unmodified) profile.

IV. Method

Acquired data for this study are from an air reciprocating compressor, with the following specification:

a. Type : single stage, single acting
b. Speed : 630 rpm
c. Power : 2 HP
d. Drive : electrical motor 380 volt, 1430 rpm
e. Working pressure : 7 kg/cm²
f. Speed reduction : belt transmission

The two variables being measured are vibration acceleration of a cylinder head and a pressure of a cylinder chamber. Both variables are taken simultaneously, and then are plotted against a crank angle. Measurement at the same time is triggered by use of a tachometer. Measurement data are recorded by a data logger, which in turn are downloaded to a digital computer, so that cylinder chamber pressure and vibration graphs can be displayed. Varied working pressures are conducted to verify the effects of modified valve seat profiles.

On the outer side of a cylinder head is placed an accelerometer equipped with a magnetic base to measure the ensuing vibration. A hole is drilled in the cylinder head to place a pressure transducer, so that a chamber pressure can be measured. The vibration and the cylinder chamber pressure are measured at the same time, i.e. both signals are measured at the corresponding crank angle. Data are taken for different discharge valve seat designs, as shown by Figure 7. Each design is applied on the compressor, in order to know its effect on the compressor.

V. Result and Analysis

A. Vibration and Pressure of Normal Valve

A normal valve seat is meant a valve seat design or geometry as supplied by OEM without design modification. As a typical example, Figure 8 illustrates a vibration pattern and a P-θ diagram of a discharge normal (unmodified) valve seat, for working pressure of 3 bars. The following figures (Figure 9 and 10) show vibration pattern and a P-θ diagram of the unmodified valve for, working pressure of 2 bars to 6 bars.

B. Vibration and Pressure of Modified Valve

As typical examples, the following figures show vibration pattern (measured at the outside of the cylinder head) of a modified valve seat geometry with a 300 and 400 conical angle, and the depth of the hole of ½ t (thickness of valve seat = 8 mm). P-θ diagrams are represented by a diagram of 30° and 40°, ½t (Figure 13).

The difference from a normal one is that the modified discharge valve seat has a central torus hole of different depth (¼t, ½t, ¾t), as shown in Figure 7.

A chamfer on a discharge valve hole brings a better fluid flow characteristic. From a vibration waveform graphic can be seen that there is improve of vibration level of the modified discharge valve seat from the normal one, that (may be) because of smoothing in the flow, as a result of the given chamfer on the discharge valve seat. The central torus hole of the modified valve seat will reduce whirl of working fluid flow, where the whirl may disturb an opening-closing of valves.

In general, from a P-θ graphic, a central torus hole of a discharge valve seat (compared to the unmodified one) brings the effect of the opening of a discharge valve happens earlier, while the closing of a discharge valve happens later. Hence, the time interval of the opening of a discharge valve becomes longer. The effect of central
turbine hole of a discharge valve seat is not significant on the opening-closing of a suction valve.

Compared to the unmodified one, the modified discharge valve seat increases the discharge pressure. This implies that the opening of a discharge valve happens earlier.

Generally speaking, compared to the discharge valve seat as supplied by the OEM, the present of a central torus hole makes the vibration level lower and increases a discharge pressure.

VI. CONCLUSION

Analyses on the vibration and pressure signals of modified discharge valve seat profiles of an air reciprocating compressor bring several findings, as follows:

1. With chamfer on central hole of a discharge valve seat, a better vibration pattern occurs.
2. With chamfer on central hole of a discharge valve seat, time interval of discharge valve opening is longer, mainly because of discharge valve opening which happens earlier (compared to unmodified one).
3. With chamfer on central hole of a discharge valve seat, generally the increase of a discharge pressure takes place.
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Figure 4. Normal Valve Seat

Figure 5. Air Reciprocating Compressor

Figure 6. Sensors on Cylinder Head

Figure 7. Modified Valve Seat Profile
A: conical angle 100°, ¼ t, ½ t, ¾ t
B: conical angle 200°, ¼ t, ½ t, ¾ t
C: conical angle 300°, ¼ t, ½ t, ¾ t
D: conical angle 400°, ¼ t, ½ t, ¾ t

Figure 8. Waveform and Pressure of Unmodified Valve

Figure 9. Waveform of Unmodified Valve, 2 to 6 bars

Figure 10. Pressure vs. Crank Angle of Unmodified Valve, 2 to 6 bars

Figure 11. Waveform of Modified Valve, torus angle 30°, ¾t
Figure 12. Waveform of Modified Valve, torus angle 40°, ½ t

Figure 13. P-θ Diagram of Modified Valve, torus angle 30°, ½ t

Figure 14. P-θ Diagram of Modified Valve, torus angle 40°, ½ t